


یتست -زاورپزبان انگلیسی دوازدهم فصل اول

1 - His parents .................. very rich.

are said that they are are saying to be are said to be have said to be

2 - It’s been a long time since we’ve been to that village, .................. ?

isn’t it haven’t we hasn’t it don’t we

3 - .................. with youth unemployment so high, some school leavers with qualifications fail to find jobs.

Not surprisingly Not at all By the way After a little while

4 - As far as I know, moral rules or principles of behavior that should guide members of a profession or organization and

make them deal honestly and fairly with each other and with their customers is called .................. .

belongings ethics emotions authors

5 - The hurricane produced .................. winds in all of the surrounding areas.

heavy big strong fast

6 - She quit .................. her medicine as soon as she felt better.

eating taking giving getting

7 - She is quite poor. Ever since she lost her job last year, she .................. money.

has had a little has had little had little had a little

8 - Lots of houses .................. in the Great Fire of London, .................. ?

destroyed - didn't they were destroyed - weren't them

were destroyed - weren't they have destroyed - haven't have

9 - Those French artists are not only distinguished but they have become the .................. for many of my most successful

designs and paintings.

information inspiration prediction generation

10 - A: I don't understand how to solve this problem.

B: .................. ? I'm sorry.

Don't you Do you Don't I Do I

11 - The bus was full of people, but those who were standing in the bus moved along to make .................. for others.

care diary sofa room

12 - Richard Bach wrote that what links your true family is not one of blood, but of  .................. and for in each other's life.

pattern presentation respect expression

13 - The police .................. the information about the murder by some people who had seen the scene.

gave was giving were given has given
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14 - No one can get all these, .................. ?

can't they will they can they can them

15 - More people are going .................. for vacations, especially to the neighboring European countries.

foreign around abroad hiking

16 - According to what mom says, the money you have borrowed from your friends has to ……………… back as soon as

possible.

paid be paid been paid being paid

17 - Your teacher, whom I met last week, believes that parents should be made personally responsible for their children’s

behavior, ………………?

doesn’t he don’t you shouldn’t they didn’t I

18 - Stallman, who is usually known by his initials and login name “RMS”, went on to form the Free Software Foundation

and .................. himself to producing high-quality free software.

dedicate forgive pause destroy

19 - The workers who were carrying the heavy bags .................. the new windows in the near future.

are going to install will be installed were installing have been installed

20 - We demand the immediate and ……………… release of all political prisoners

unconditional unfortunate  unlucky unsuccessful

21 - If I had a better job, I would make more money, .................. ?

didn’t I hadn’t I wouldn’t I haven’t I

She’s a physically well-developed .................. with the emotional and mental level of a four-year-old.

guideline belonging teenager heritage

23 - carl .................. as a mathematical genius when he was ten. One day a professor gave him a problem. It .................. him

only eight second to solve it.

recognized - was taken was recognized - was taken was recognized - took recognized - took

24 - I really need a holiday, .................. I don't have the money, .................. I don't have the time.

but - but and - and but - and and - but

25 - The new movie you saw yesterday has been produced by that famous man, .................. ?

hasn’t it isn’t it didn’t you haven’t you

26 - .................. , don't they?

They don't often talk to their neighbours They often talk to their neighbours

We often talk to our neighbours We do often talk to their neighbours

27 -  Not  .................. , it was much appreciated by Hitler and the Nazi immigration lawyers.

unconditionally      hopefully surprisingly seriously 
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28 - Apple Inc. is one of the world's most successful tech companies.  ................. in 1976.

Steve Jobbs, Steve Wozniak , Ronald Wayne founded it

It was founded by Steve Jobbs, Steve Wozniak and Ronald Wayne

It was founded by Steve Jobbs, Steve Wozniak , Ronald Wayne

Steve Jobbs, Steve Wozniak and Ronald Wayne founded it

29 - Over a million dollars in cash .................. from the Bank of East Asia in Central.

have stolen stolen was been steal have been stolen

30 - Efficient recycling and using clean energy are the only acceptable ……………… for saving the Earth.

definitions additions solutions attractions

31 - Everybody should visit the old museum, ……………… ?

should they should he shouldn't they shouldn't we

32 - A: David didn't attend the meeting yesterday. I've heard he's in hospital, isn't he?

B: Oh, yes. He isn't well these days.

A: What's wrong with him?

B: I don't know yet. .................. .

He is in good health condition now He is trying to find a solution

Doctors will discover a new medicine Doctors are checking his condition

33 - I've not heard any news about him. He .................. to be somewhere in Russia.

thought is thought have thought thinks

34 - Governments around the world need to find just and .................. solutions to the conflicts which they have often caused.

peaceful protective proud sensitive

35 - I have the honor to inform you that in this school children with special needs or special abilities will receive the extra

attention they  .................. .

boost forgive deserve feed

36 - If you do not .................. your parents of where you will be when you leave the house, it only makes sense that they

would worry about your whereabouts.

inform feed provide confirm

37 - Children with special needs or special abilities will receive the extra attention they ……………… .

develop deserve appear practice

38 - In this institution, we have students from many different ……………… backgrounds.

conditional regular public religious

39 - I think the books you gave will be helpful despite the fact that there are plenty of similar books, ……………… ?

are they won't they didn't you don't I

40 - He hurt her feelings on purpose, ..................  he?

does did doesn’t didn’t
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41 - The animals .................. tomorrow because the pet shop is closed.

were not fed will not feed are not going to feed will not be fed

42 - None of those people were satisfied with the meeting, .................. ?

were they weren’t they did they didn’t they

43 - She’s going to study medicine after finishing high school, ……………….?

hasn’t she isn’t she doesn’t she doesn’t she

44 - While I was singing in the yard, Gabriel ……………… laughter as he came out of the swimming pool, running a hand

through his hair.

burst into cared for filled out passed away

45 - Just as the Apple computer appeared, two researchers ..................  a company called Adobe and developed the laser

printer.

founded discovered narrated installed

46 - There are many things to do and to see in this ancient city for those who truly ……………… the beauty of nature.

introduce attract suggest appreciate

47 - The hospital has a commitment to ……………… the best medical care for the patients.

renew oppose combine provide

48 - It is important that we ……………… ourselves for making mistakes. We need to learn from our errors and move on.

forgive relate oblige express

49 - There was such a crowd around the ……………… scientist that I could not get to speak to her.

appropriate developed distinguished downward

50 - A: Did you enjoy last night's concert?

B: Yes, although Beethoven's Fifth Symphony ……………… rather poorly.

has been played was playing had played was played

51 - There is no clear evidence stating where and when football .................. , but most historians agree that some type of ball

game had been played centuries before the modern game developed in England.

invented was invented was inventing would be invented

52 - My sister was always .................. and careful whereas I would get excited and upset by the slightest things.

respectful dedicated calm polite

53 - After earthquake happened, we understood that nothing harmful occured, .................. ?

do it does it did it didn't it

54 - Which sentences are correct?

Let's go swimming, Isn't it? Let's go swimming, Shall we?

Let's go swimming, Aren't we? Let's go swimming, Are we?
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55 - All students must have access to quality education without ……………… to wealth or class.

peace regard respect knowledge

The teacher wanted to .................. his students’ performance in school and help them find and hold jobs.

lower boost catch donate

57 - As the president of a large corporation, Jeff must act with ..................  and honesty to be successful.

heritage blessing achievment dedication

58 - I'm not invited to the wedding, .................. ?

Are I am I Aren't I am I not

59 - I’m sorry. I accidentally dropped the vase. I didn’t want it ………………… .

be damaged have been damaged to get damaged to damage

Read the following passage and then choose the correct answer.

Hafez is known to be as one of the most famous Persian poets of all time. He was born sometime between the years 1310 and

1337 A.D. in Shiraz. In his childhood, he .........A......... religious education. He is called Hafez because he learned the Holy

Quran by heart. Hafez is .......B........... remembered for a special type of poetry that is called Ghazal. ........C.......... and ethics

are used in Ghazals a lot. The .......D........... of his poems is called Divan. It ........E..........  into countless languages including

German, English and French so far. Hafez is known to be the inspiration for many poets and authors around the world.   

60 - A

received discovered lowered generated

61 - B

repeatedly recently mostly fluently

62 - C

Abilities Disorders Emotions Goals

63 - D

advice collection collocation diary

64 - E

has been translated is translated will translate is translating
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